
THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD.

Though he be not far from every one of us. 7- Acts xvii. 27.

I VENTURE to bring you distinctly a subject of theology.

Theology must not, however, be supposed to be a dry

and tedious subject. Though the word is Greek, it sim-

ply means our thought about God. There is nothing more

interesting than this. There is nothing that an intelligent

child might like better to know than what God is and

what God does, and especiallj-, if one can learn to see

God. Some think that they are conscious of God now.

They are as sure of the presence of God watching over

them when they wake in the morning, or when they lie

down to sleep, as little children are conscious of their

mothers' presence. The}^ are as conscious of the presence

of God here in this church as we are all conscious of each

other. We want to help show that these persons are right,

and say what is true about God.

If I were to tell you that there slumbered in every

man, besides seeing and hearing and the other senses, a

new sixth sense more wonderful than any of the former

senses,— for example, a sort of clairvoyant sense to see

things at a distance ; if here and there one and another

had actually developed and enjoj'ed this new sense, and

reported that it added a whole new world to their life, as

hearing when it first came might be supposed to have
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4- THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD,

added ; if any ooe could tell how to develop this new
facult}' so that others could enjoy it, — you would . at

least be curious to hear all that there was to be said

about it.

The consciousness of God comes to us vouched for in

the same way as such a new sense ought to come. Trust-

worthy persons say, "Yes: we have had a whole new
world added to our lives." Moreover, instances happen

daily in which the new sense seems to be awakened in

persons who had never fairl}^ realized it before. These

facts are ver}' curious, and need explanation.

Every one knows how we begin to know the phj^sical

world. There is a time in infancy when we do not know
it at all. We can conceive of a child like that strange

Caspar Hauser, who might grow up and hardly know that

there was a world. Suppose the child were deprived of

ever}' sense of taste, touch, hearing, and sight. He
would still exist, but he would not know an3'thing be3'ond

himself The way b}' which the child learns the world is

b}^ pushing out his senses against it. He feels after things,

and things answer back. He opens his ej'es, and things

make impressions. He listens, and sounds come in upon

him. There is a process of action and reaction between

him and the world outside of him. The more the child

uses his senses, the more he trusts them and trusts the

answers that come back, the more he learns of the world

outside.

But stop ! How do we know that there is anything out-

side of the man, much less a world ? We certainly know

the feeling in our senses ; but how do we know that the

thing corresponds to our feeling? The thing looks red, or

feels sharp, or sounds shrill. How do we know what red-

ness or sharpness or shrillness is in the thing, or that there

is anything at all more than a feeling in us produced no

one knows how? Well, we do not know it, if any one will
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THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD. 5

be exactly particular. That is, our senses only tell us our

feeling about it,— that, when we look, sights impress our

eyes ; when we listen, we get sounds ; when we push out,

we feel resistance.

There is one thing, however, perfect!}' sure. It is that

there is something not ourselves that plays upon us and

makes all these wonderful feelings. We cannot make them.

They are by a force or a will other than ours. "We may
not find out what the redness is in the thing that makes

redness in our sight ; but there is some fact there that

fits or corresponds to our sight, and makes redness in our

sight and in the sight of any other sane man. The letters

in the types may be the reverse of the printed page. I do

not care what the letters in the tj^pe look like, or whether

I know how to read them as the}' stand in tj'pe form.

What I care about is that the t^^pe finall}' brings facts,

thoughts, ideas, truths, to my e3'es. So with the world

around me. I do not care whether I know the reality

matter : what I care for is the fact that what I call " mat-

ter'' brings to m}^ mind from the great realm outside

thoughts, ideas, truths. There is ever}' reason to believe,

and no good reason to disbelieve, that the outside world

does this ; and this is all that it is good for.

Please observe now how vague all our knowledge of the

reality of the outside world is. And yet how real and

necessary it is ! Vague as it is, it is quite sufficient to live

by : all that we do proceeds from it. We feel out still,

we open and use our eyes, we listen, we trust ourselves to

this wondrous answering power ever playing upon us.

Touch, taste, handle, question, and it answers back.

I cannot call it dead matter that does this. It behaves

more like life. It is brimful of inteUigence. It wants to

give us its secrets, it wants to pique our curiosity, it wants

us to ask deeper questions of it. It bids us trust it more

fully. Yes, even this physical world is always striking
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6 THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD.

chords within oar souls that nothing, except an intellectual

interpretation, is adequate for. So much for our parable

from the phj^sical world. We shall have to use it again

in every particular.

Let us assume now— what men so easilj' saj that they

believe— the fact of God. A cause, a life, an intelligence,

must be behind all this wonderful interplay offeree, beauty,

myster}^ Let us assume that this causing life is not an

unfeeling Power, like the wind ; is not less than its creat-

ures, but more ; is not, therefore, without consciousness,

will, love, but possesses them all. Assume this. What
should we conjecture would happen in case God chose

that men should know and enjoy him? What if— as in

the old catechism answer— this were the chief end of

man's life,— "to know God and enjoy him forever"?

Suppose it a moment.

We have seen how, in daily life, man knows the great

outward world of reality. He knows it by reacting against

it through each of his senses. The reality answers back.

The little telegraph machine of the personal life makes

connection with the various currents, trusts them, gives

and takes from them, delivers its message, and ticks in

response. So, preciselj^, in the sphere of this higher and

more spiritual kind of life.

The truth is that there are slumbering in us aspirations,

longings, cravings, after God. There are certainly crav-

ings in us for a rest, a tranquillit}^, an inward peace such

as no mere animal wants. All our noblest music only

voices this deep need of the soul for harmony. We long

for growth ard greater growth, to be real and genuine

;

we long most of all for love, to bestow it and also to warm
ourselves in its light ; we long for life, — not the show,

but the substance, not existence, but the vital realitj*. In

all these things there is an infinite quality in the longing,

the aspiration, the need of our souls. A part would not
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. THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD. 7

satisfy us, — to grow to any fixed point and to stop; to

live so many j^ears and to die ; to win glorious bubbles of

fame only to see them burst and leave no genuine sub-

stance ; to love or be loved up to some limit of comfort-

able convenience. When we are at our best, when the

higher part of our nature is working, we cannot tolerate

anything that does not run up into the infinite values.

Let us stoutly assume that these longings and aspira-

tions within us mean something. For they are most char-

acteristic of man. He would not be man without them.

Let us guess— a perfectly natural guess— that these facts

of our spiritual nature are like the senses in our physical

nature. They are the points of contact in us over which

the spiritual forces are meant to play. But it is idle

merely to have however mighty a batterj', unless 3'ou use

it, or however beautiful a telegraph instrument, unless

3'ou bring it into connection with the magnetic currents.

All the spiritual aspirations, cravings, and needs of our

souls are nothing unless we trust them, and let them act

and react and see what comes back from their movement.

How, then, shall men employ the delicate, wonderful

spiritual machinery within them? The experimenting of

thousands of 3^ears lies behind us, to give us its costly and

pathetic lessons.

It ought to be premised that men begin in their higher

life of spiritual consciousness, as in the life of the senses,

with the lowest kind of consciousness at first. It is a

matter of development and use. Some are vastly more

precocious than others, and some are color-blind, or worse.

There are many grown men and women, we suspect, who
only at their best and rarest moments are as yet conscious

of possessing these tentacles of the spirit of which we
have spoken. The sense of the infinite, the longing for

love and rest and peace and life beyond measure, still

sleeps.
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8 THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD.

It was natural, therefore, that men should first try to

come to God through outward and material channels of

access. All the ancient rites of sacrifice, the burning

altars, the shrines and carved images, the gorgeous rituals,

were so many attempts to have access to God through the

bodily senses. So with the common thought of ghosts or

materialized spirits. The trouble with these attempts was

that the men who tried to reach God by their senses re-

mained in the world of sense, and did not fairly conceive

of God as a loving spirit or quickening life.

There was another attempt to reach God as pure spirit.

Men thought that, if they could get as nearly free of their

bodies as possible, if they could fast and starve, their

spirit might see through the thin veil and find God. The
craving, the aspiration, the need, was real, deep, and

worth}^ But their method was wrong. It was against

nature, not through it. It led into the perilous region

of mental disease, insanity, delusion, hallucinations. It

was morally selfish, as each man tried to find God for

himself and be saved alone.

We are driven back from these pathetic but one-sided

attempts of men to find God by their senses, or, on the

other hand, by ignoring their senses. Our parable will

help us to a truer way. For how did we see that we

learned the reality of the outward world ? Not bj' looking

into the sky and contemplating space, not by stretching

our hands out into thin air, but bj^ pushing against the

hardest, nearest substances,— the walls, the floor, the

ground ; b}' looking first at the things which lie closest,

into our mother's face, at the grass and the trees in our gar-

den. We began exactl}- where a reaction and answer cam6

back, as we pushed and sought. New feelings in us corre-

sponded to ever}^ new point of contact outside. So in the

higher realm of the spirit. The things and facts of the spirit

do not make themselves known as pure spirit. The higher
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THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD. »

things come through the forms of the things seen and

felt, as, when we read, thoughts and ideas come through

the types to the print which our eyes see. We have not

to begin, then, bj^ pushing out after a God far off in the

heavens, or looking into thin air to find God, a spirit.

We push out, and try with our tentacles for the things

closest to us. To find the fact of God? you ask. Yes,

we answer, precisely, to find God. This is the modern

scientific method of theology. You may call it Jesus'

method.

For the higher realm is not awa}' in space or in some

other existence. It is not far from every one of us. Close

to us daily are spirits, also feeling after the facts of the

spiritual world. They are spirits in bodies certainly', not

disembodied ; but it is not on the side of their bodies that

we love them or sympathize with them, or understand their

language. The physical facts, the form, look, voice, are

the alphabet by which we come at their spirits. We stand

in relation to'the self that lives and loves,— a deeper re-

lation than b}' the touch of the hand. We are impressed,

as if by some spiritual force, with duties that we owe them.

We push out, and do what we are urged. Action and re-

action go on between us and these other lives. We serve

them, we give ourselves forth toward them, we love them,

and let our love go. We are no longer pushing into the

void, thin air. There is that wliich answers back and

corresponds to ever}' touch of ours, in this throbbing

human life beyond us.

Oh, 3'es, 3'ou say, we know something about this; but

where is God? Let us be sure about the reality' first, and

then we will take care of the name to call it by afterwards.

First the alphabet, and reading later. So let us be sure

that we know these near spiritual facts before we interpret

them. Let us fairly accept the wonderful fact that, be-

sides our bodily relation to men and women, there is this
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10 THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD.

whole realm of higher and closer relations that we bear

to them. We rise into this higher realm and feel its dis-

tinct verities b}^ reaching out after them and reacting

against them through obedience, service, love,— yes,

through every act and word,— so be it is utter obedience,

unqualified service, unbounded love. For we cannot get

into the higher realm b}' an}^ half measures, as the baby

cannot find out what the block is like, except b}^ giving

bis undivided attention to the block. So we must push

out with all our might if we want the blessed reaction.

When thus, on the one hand, we act and push out to the

uttermost toward these lives of men, women, children,

and all living creatures near us, to reach them, help them,

serve them, make them happy, we have rest, satisfaction,

gladness, harmon}^ as though some unseen force took us

up into itself. Life is at its full, and grows fuller. Whereas,

on the other hand, the opposite happens, as though one

stopped breathing. There is suffocation and stifling.

The life grows dull, heavy, jo3less. These things are

facts ; who ever knew them to fail?

These are the essential facts that we want. There is

a spiritual realm to which we belong, quite above and

transcending the physical, as the thoughts of the man
transcend the alphabet blocks of the child. There is a

joj^ous, conscious life in this higher realm, peaceful, tran-

quil, yet energetic. But it is a life which registers itself,

as everj^thing in this universe seems to be bound to reg-

ister itself, through some kind of marks, acts, symbols.

Thus 3'ou give a cup of cold water to a little child, a ma-

terial thing, 3'et for love's sake. On one side of your life

you enter thereb}^ into a spiritual relation : your spirit

through love touches spirit. On the other side is the

visible, natural, bodily action. But j^ou could not have

had the one without the other, any more than you could

carry on thought without words. So much for the beau-
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THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD. 11

tiful series of facts. Now, at last, for the name and the

interpretation.

I said that, at our best, in our highest, purest acts of

duty, devotion, and love, we seem to be simply taken up

by a universe force that plays on us, as the wind in the

^olian harp. This seems to be almost a literal statement

of the truth. It is not the little child, to whom j'ou give

the cup of cold water, that gives 3^ou the sense of satisfac-

tion. You do an unthanked dut}", for the State, perhaps.

No man gives you the sense of unbounded rest, neither do

5^ou manufacture it ; for you could not get it without per-

forming the outward condition. In fact, there is some-

thing infinite about it, as 3'our gift was infinite. You do

not even make 3'ourself a single bodily motion or invent

a thought. All comes to 3'ou like a gift from the Power

and the Intelligence outside of 3'ou. Much less do 3'ou

make or invent this highest of all things,— the J03' and

the restfulness of love or the peace of conscience. On
neither one side nor the other do 3^ou manufacture life.

What, then, must life and love and peace and joy be? I

call them always the signs and tokens of God.

But how do we know what God is like? some one asks.

Well, how did we know what the outward world is like?

We did not precisely know. We agreed that what matter

really is, was ver3' vague. But we knew all that we needed

to know ; nameh^, that outside of us is wonderful Realit3\

which acts back when we feel toward it, which offers us let-

ters to carr3^ marvellous messages of thought, which we can

depend upon, we believe, the more carefully we question

it.

So I may not tell you precisely what the Power is like

that acts and reacts upon us in the realm of the spirit. I

know what it does, as I know m3^ friend. I know the

beneficent tokens, the peace, the gladness, the love. A
machine does not do these things. An impersonal force
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12 THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD.

like gravitation does not do them. Call it " God." The

name does not matter.

Here, then, is the finite creature, with the infinite nature

wrapped up in him, longing for the touch of God, quite

helpless and hopeless, alone. We put him in touch, and

open communication backward and forward with the nearest

spirit, with a child or friend. The electric currents of the

universe take them both up. Touching each other, loving

each other, played on b}' the highest, obeying the highest,

lo ! they are each in touch with God. But what if they

do not know it? What if they do not see God, but only

each other? The blessed fact remains. B}^ and b3' they

must know. For the finite does not satisfy : man passes

away, the friend dies, the wife or husband may disappoint

and not give the needed answer back. No matter : you

have got into the region where God is at every touch.

The joy need not pass, the rest and peace still remain,

the love and the life there are eternal.

Well for him who knows what the facts mean, the vision

and the interpretation thereof. Well for him who finds

out early how to come to God, not by altars and rites,

not alone by himself, spirit to pure spirit, in the solitary

closet, not by the machinery of a mediator,— some other

man w4io stands between God and the soul,— but by the

actual contact of the spirit with spirit through common
daily toil, through every friendly word, through all the

acts which love commands. Lo ! God is here, and jou

were not aware. There is nothing secular in such love.

All life becomes communion and prayer. Here, to-daj'',

in church, bowing together, vowing your best, willing the

uttermost right, putting conceit, hate, and pride far away.

Joining hands in brotherly love, saying in so man}^ words,
'

' What wilt thou have me to do ? " 3^ou stand in the holy

Presence. It is God's peace and love which you breathe :

you are conscious and alive. But not less really to-mor-
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THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD. 13

row, when you go forth to do what you have promised,

when 3'ou obey in act, when you pay the sacrifices of love

in many a home, when you put self-will aside and let love

have sway, it is God, whether or not you think the name
or recognize the helping power and the inspiring forces.

It is all God, in whom we live and move and have our

being. Do the highest he bids, act out to the nearest

lives that you touch what he prompts, and your slightest

action shall meet the reaction of the Eternal.
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